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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the ability to model
and infer personality types of opponents, pre-
dict their responses, and use this information
to adapt a dialog agent’s high-level strategy in
negotiation tasks. Inspired by the idea of in-
corporating a theory of mind (ToM) into ma-
chines, we introduce a probabilistic formula-
tion to encapsulate the opponent’s personal-
ity type during both learning and inference.
We test our approach on the CRAIGSLISTBAR-
GAIN dataset (He et al., 2018) and show that
our method using ToM inference achieves a
20% higher dialog agreement rate compared to
baselines on a mixed population of opponents.
We also find that our model displays diverse
negotiation behavior with different types of op-
ponents.1

1 Introduction

Developing dialog systems for negotiation is chal-
lenging since the task requires a combination of
good communication skills and strategic reasoning
capabilities (Traum et al., 2008; Young et al., 2013;
Keizer et al., 2017). While recent neural models
(Wen et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,
2019; He et al., 2018) have shown that useful dia-
logue strategies can be learned from offline corpora,
they do not explicitly model the mental state of
other agents, which can make it challenging to gen-
erate tailored strategies and utterances for different
types of opponents.

In this paper, we introduce a new framework
for generating strategic dialog inspired by the
idea of Theory of Mind (ToM) from cognitive sci-
ence (Premack and Woodruff, 1978; Bruner, 1981;
Wimmer and Perner, 1983). When negotiating with
others, humans innately infer the intention of the

∗Authors contributed equally.
1Code and data available at https://github.com/

princeton-nlp/NegotiationToM

other party, and guess how their own utterances
would affect the opponent’s mental state. To em-
ulate this capability in machines, we train a first-
order ToM model to predict an opponent’s response
given the current state and the agent’s own possible
utterances. This first-order ToM model can then be
incorporated into dialog agents to enable one-step
lookaheads during inference.

In order to predict future responses, we model
the opponent’s personality type as a intermediate
variable (z), which can be predicted using the di-
alogue history. We use this predicted personality,
along with the previous state and utterance to cal-
culate the likelihood of the opponent’s next state
for all possible actions that our agent can take in
the current state. This allows us to compute an
expected value of return for each action, which
is subsequently used to produce a policy for our
agent. We propose two variants of our ToM-based
dialog agent – an explicit version that outputs the
opponent type as an intermediate prediction, and an
implicit version that models the opponent type as
a latent variable. Both models can be instantiated
as end-to-end neural networks and can be trained
using reinforcement learning.

Our approach differs from existing opponent
modeling work (Lee et al., 2018; Hadjinikolis et al.,
2013; Oren and Norman, 2009; Rienstra et al.,
2013; He and Boyd-Graber, 2016) in three aspects:
1) it provides strategic benefit during inference
which leads to more successful negotiations, 2)
it can flexibly adjust the degree of dependence on
ToM predictions by changing a temperature param-
eter, and 3) it utilizes text utterances to infer types
of opponents, thereby capturing side information
(e.g., emotion) that is useful yet absent from stan-
dard dialog state transitions.

We perform experiments on a modified version
of the CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN negotiation task (He
et al., 2018), where the agent is matched with dif-

https://github.com/princeton-nlp/NegotiationToM
https://github.com/princeton-nlp/NegotiationToM
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ferent opponents from diverse populations (e.g.,
cooperative, competitive, and aggressive negotia-
tors), without being provided information about
their identity. Empirically, our method outperforms
several baselines on the task by completing more
deals and achieving higher utility. For instance,
our model achieves about 20% higher dialog agree-
ment rate and utility than a baseline dialog manager
trained with reinforcement learning. Our analysis
reveals that the agent demonstrates diverse negotia-
tion behavior and adapts well to different types of
opponents.

2 Related Work

Speaker-follower models and rational speech
acts. Our work is related to recent papers using
the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model for natural
language (Goodman and Stuhlmüller, 2013; Mon-
roe and Potts, 2015; Goodman and Frank, 2016;
Shen et al., 2019). RSA has also been applied
to language grounding (Andreas and Klein, 2016)
and vision-language navigation (Fried et al., 2018).
Our first-order theory of mind modeling is differ-
ent since we learn how the speaker’s intent and
utterance affect the opponent’s reaction, instead
of assuming the optimality of the listener in the
speaker’s mind. Recent RSA model (White et al.,
2020) considers speakers and listeners in resource-
constrained settings, while we do not enforce con-
straints on opponents.

Our approach with explicit characteristic model-
ing is also similar to the ToMnet (Rabinowitz et al.,
2018), which uses a multi-agent reinforcement
learning setting to learn identity embeddings of
populations from past trajectories, and predict the
mental state of an agent using the current trajectory.
However, our first-order ToM models for negotia-
tion also take utterances into account, which makes
improving upon a base RL policy non-trivial.

Theory of Mind in dialog systems. Theory of
mind for modeling user personality types and pre-
dicting responses has been studied in the context
of building user simulators (Georgila et al., 2006;
Rieser and Lemon, 2006) for training RL-based
dialog systems, and to make dialog systems ex-
plainable (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017). Recent
work on dialog policy learning has employed the-
ory of mind with a focus on specific domains. The
Recursive Mental Model (RMM) (Roman et al.,
2020) was proposed for navigation settings, where
questions and answers are generated between a

navigating agent and a guiding agent. Another ap-
proach – Answerer in Questioner’s Mind (AQM)
(Lee et al., 2018) – tackled an answer guessing
game with information-theoretic methods. In these
domains, the opponents are assumed to be coopera-
tive, while our method is applicable for interacting
with both cooperative and competitive opponents.
Recently, Jang et al. (2020) employed Bayesian-
optimal Monte-Carlo planning for end-to-end di-
alog generation at the utterance level. However,
their method only models the latent goal of the
opponent instead of potential responses like we do.

Opponent modeling in RL. Apart from dialog
systems, opponent modeling has been explored in
other multi-agent reinforcement learning settings
(Wen et al., 2019; von der Osten et al., 2017; He
and Boyd-Graber, 2016; Hadjinikolis et al., 2013;
Rienstra et al., 2013). Our approach differs from
these works by: 1) providing strategic benefit dur-
ing real-time inference, 2) adjusting the degree of
dependence on the ToM predictions through a tem-
perature parameter, and 3) utilizing text utterances
in the dialog to infer types of opponents, thereby
capturing side information that is useful yet absent
from standard state transitions.

3 Framework
Task. We consider a task-oriented dialog setting
where there are two agents, a buyer and a seller.
The buyer’s goal is to purchase the listed item with
minimum cost, and the seller’s goal is to sell the
item at a price as high as possible. The item de-
scription is public for both agents, while the target
prices are private for both buyer and seller. Two
agents negotiate in alternating turns until they con-
clude with an agreement or disagreement.

MDP Formulation. We formulate the negoti-
ation process between two agents as a multi-
agent Markov Decision Process (MAMDP),
〈N ,S,A,P,R,Π, n〉. N = {−1, 1} is the set
indicating two agents (buyer=-1 / seller = 1). A
is the action space consisting of dialog acts. For
example, a valid dialog act ait ∈ A can encode the
intent (inform, propose, counter, etc.) and price
that the agent i tries to express in the t-th round.
Two agents act alternatively, i.e., if at the round t
only the agent i moves, then at the round t+ 1 only
the agent −i moves.
S is the state space consisting of the negotiation

status. We define s0 ∈ S as the initial status of the
dialog, which contains the information about items
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Figure 1: Our Theory of Mind (ToM) framework of negotiation systems. The interaction between a buyer and a
seller can be divided into three levels: The utterance level, dialog act level, and state level. The parser extracts an
intent and key information (e.g., price) from an input utterance as a dialog act. Both intents and key information,
along with the context (e.g. description about the item), contribute to the state of dialog. The traditional RL-based
dialog manager decides a dialog act based on the current state. And the generator converts the abstract dialog
act back to a natural language utterance, also based on the previous state. The first-order ToM model explicitly
predicts the response of the opponent and the state transition, which supports more strategic negotiation.

to be negotiated (e.g., initial price, description). We
also define st = (s0, a

i
1, a

−i
2 , . . . , ait−1, a

−i
t ). In

this way, the only randomness of the environment
comes from the opponents policy (st−1 → a−i

t ),
i.e., st−1 → st is stochastic, while (st−1, a

−i
t ) →

st is deterministic. Note that the state st is only
partially observable in reality, since one can only
infer the true intent from the corresponding utter-
ance. We provide a summary of all the symbols
used in Table 1.

3.1 Negotiation Systems
As illustrated in Figure 1, our negotiation system
encapsulates three important modules following
traditional goal-oriented dialog systems (Young
et al., 2013):

• A parser that converts the opponent’s ut-
terance u−i

t−1 to dialog act a−i
t−1 (e.g., “Are

you interested in this GoPro” → con-

firm(price=None)). Since the dialog acts
in our system do not intend to capture the
complete semantics of a sentence, a simple
rule-based parser is effective;

• A manager that decides the responding dia-
log act ait according to the current dialog state
st−1 = (s0, . . . , a

−i
t−1). Our ToM model is

applied to this component of the system;

• A generator that produces natural language
response uit based on the current dialog act
ait and the dialog state st−1, or equivalently
st (e.g., the previous dialog state + pro-

pose(price=$230)→ “How does $230 for
the GoPro sound?”). It can be either deter-
ministic to reduce computational cost or prob-
abilistic to encourage diversity in language.

Following (He et al., 2018), the parser and
the generator modules are obtained by rule-based
method or supervised learning in advance, and
fixed when training the dialog manager using su-
pervised learning (SL) or fine turning using rein-
forcement learning (RL). The SL dialog manager
employs a neural network to model state transi-
tions P (st|st−1) (or equivalently, π(ait|st−1)) of
the training corpus by minimizing the cross en-
tropy loss. The RL dialog manager further fine
tunes the SL model by maximizing a composed
reward function with reinforcement learning. The
learned dialog policy π(ait|st−1) can be further im-
proved by enforcing some hand-craft rules.

There are two main problems with the SL or
RL manager. First, the policy learned by an RL-
based dialog manager produces reactive responses
(Tamar et al., 2016) , which are usually inadequate
in a long term planning problem requiring more
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Symbol Definition

N = {−1, 1} Identities of the two players
(buyer = -1 / seller = 1)

s0 ∈ S Initial state of the dialog (e.g.,
list price, description).

ait ∈ A dialog act of agent i. If −i, it
denotes the opponent.

st ∈ S State at the end of round t, st :=
(s0, a

i
1, a

−i
2 , . . . , ait−1, a

−i
t )

P(st|st−1) Transition probability, associ-
ated with agent policies

πi(ait|st−1) Probability of the agent i choos-
ing ait given the previous dialog
state.

R = {r−i, ri} Reward functions for agents i
and −i.

n Maximum length of dialogs.

uit Utterance of agent i. If −i, it
denotes the opponent.

z−i Type the opponent. Annotations
are available in the corpus.

Table 1: Notation for our MAMDP formulation of task-
oriented dialog for negotiation.

strategic thinking, such as negotiation. Second,
it does not take the effect of the agent’s generated
utterances on opponents’ reactions into account. To
address these problems, we propose an approach
to incorporate the theory of mind (ToM) (Premack
and Woodruff, 1978) into the inference process.
This enables one-step looking ahead to consider
the effect of the agent’s utterances and generate
more thoughtful strategies.

4 First-Order Theory of Mind for dialog

The goal of the first-order theory of mind is to
predict how a dialog act and an utterance gener-
ated by us would affect the reaction of the op-
ponent. As illustrated in Figure 1, suppose that
our current dialog state is st−1, which consists of
the history of past dialog acts and the initial in-
formation, as well as the current utterance u−i

t−1

from the opponent. The ToM model simulates
the situations where we take dialog act ait (e.g.,
propose(price=$230)) and utter the sentence uit
(“how does $ 230 for it sound”), and estimates
the probability distribution of the opponents re-
sponse ait+1. By combining actions and states by
definition, our first-order ToM model estimates the
transition probability T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t).

In practice, the opponent may have different lan-
guage preferences (e.g., using more aggressive or

mild words when countering) and strategies (e.g.,
tend to insist on their target price or agree to a com-
promise). The first-order ToM can either implicitly
capture these personalities by learning the tran-
sition T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t), or explicitly infer the

type of the opponent’s personalities z−i first, from
the past interaction and the opponent’s utterance,
i.e., learning an identifier z−i

t−1 = f(st−1, u
−i
t−1),

and then learns the transition based on that infor-
mation, i.e., T (st+1|z−i

t−1, st, u
i
t), to make accurate

prediction about opponents reaction.

4.1 First-order ToM Policies with Explicit
Personality Modeling

We introduce a policy with an explicit first-order
ToM model T (st+1|z−i, st, u

i
t), where the oppo-

nent’s personality z−i can be estimated from partial
dialog. During training, the ground truth of the type
of opponents personalities, z, is given. Therefore
we can train an identifier z−i

t−1 = f(st−1, u
−i
t−1)

with extra supervision to predict the opponents
type every round. During the inference process,
the probability of taking action ait, i.e., a policy
πToM(a

i
t|st−1, z

−i
t−1), is proportional to

exp

 1

β

∑
ui
t

G(uit|st, z−i
t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Generator

∑
st+1

T (st+1|z−i
t−1, st, u

i
t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

1st-order ToM

V (st+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value Fn.

 ,

where the exponent can be interpreted as the ex-
pected best return over opponent’s next moves, af-
ter taking action ait at state st−1 (compressed as
st). In the above expression, T (st+1|z−i

t−1, st, u
i
t)

is the explicit first-order ToM model, which can
be trained by supervised learning from the corpus;
G(uit|st, z−i

t−1) is the generator which renders ut-
terance conditioned on the current state and the
personality of the opponent; V (st+1), is the value
function estimated by the RL-based dialog man-
ager, which gives the best future return estimation
supposing the current state is st+1. It approximates
V (st+1, z

−i
t−1) when it is nearly optimal. β is the

temperature parameter. Since πToM is normal-
ized as a Boltzmann distribution, when tempera-
ture β → ∞, πToM is a uniform distribution over
the next states; when β → 0, πToM is nearly deter-
ministic assigning most probability mass to the st
with the largest expected value after one-step ToM
looking ahead.
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4.2 First-Order ToM Policies with Implicit
Personality Modeling

We also introduce first-order ToM policy with im-
plicit personality modeling, where we do not have
a module explicitly which explicitly predicts the
opponent identity z. Instead, we combine the iden-
tifier and ToM model in the explicit version, to
directly learn T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t) without extra

supervision. In this case, πToM(ait|st−1, u
−i
t−1) is

proportional to

exp

 1

β

∑
ui
t

G(uit|st)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Generator

∑
st+1

T (st+1|u−i
t−1, st, u

i
t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

1st-order ToM

V (st+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value Fn.

 ,

where T (st+1|u−i
t−1, st, u

i
t) is called the implicit

first-order ToM model, and the rest of compo-
nents are similar to the explicit version.

We call πToM a first-order ToM policy, because
it utilizes the first-order transition of the opponent,
and estimates the expected outcome of performing
a certain action which leads to state st. The person-
alities of the opponent are implicitly inferred from
the previous utterance u−i

t−1 and the history st. In
practice, the summation (expectation) is approxi-
mated by Monte Carlo sampling.

Implicit vs Explicit model. We expect both ex-
plicit and implicit ToM models to provide sev-
eral unique benefits. First, co-training the iden-
tifier f(st−1, u

−i
t−1) and the explicit first-order

ToM model T (st+1|z−i, st, u
i
t) is expected to have

better sample efficiency than the implicit ToM
model T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t) since it utilizes the

prior knowledge that personality identity affects
state transition, and is trained with more supervi-
sion. Besides, with the personality z−i, the gen-
erator and the value functions can also adapt to
different populations of opponents. However, the
annotations for opponent types are not available for
all corpora, therefore the implicit model would be
a more general approach.

4.3 Combining the RL Policy as a Prior

After learning the above two ToM models from the
corpus, we leverage the pre-trained RL policy as a
prior with the 1st-order ToM policy to perform the
inference. The final policy is given by

π(ait|st−1, z
−i
t−1) ∝ πrl(a

i
t|st−1) · πToM(ait|st−1, z

−i
t−1),

where πrl is a policy obtained in a previous RL
training process (see Section 5).

From a Bayesian point of view, πrl can be seen
as a prior P(ait|st−1), and the πToM is analog to the
likelihood P(best return|ait, st−1) by its definition
(not strictly true since it has to be summed up to
one) which modifies the probability assignment in
πrl, i.e., the posterior P(ait|best return, st−1). This
gives the probability that the current agent should
move to st in order to reach the highest return in
the end. πToM modifies the probability assignment
in πrl, when β →∞ in πToM, it is equivalent to the
original RL policy πrl.

5 Dialog Managers

We compare three hybrid dialog managers com-
bining neural networks and rules to control the flow
of dialog:

(1) The SL+rule manager employs a LSTM-
based network to learn the transitions from
st−1 to st from corpus. Rules ensure that only
deals meeting 70% target are acceptable.

(2) The RL manager uses an actor-critic method
(Mnih et al., 2016), which contains a policy
network with the same neural network archi-
tecture as the SL manager, and a value net-
work predicts the future returns given states.

(3) The ToM manager uses the first-order ToM
policy as described in Section 4. to learn
the best response policy πToM(ait|st−1, u

−i
t−1)

which is aware of the opponent’s personalities
and mental state.

An extra LSTM model is used to encode u−1
t−1 in

both explicit and implicit ToM models, and learn
the personality z−i

t−1 = LSTM(u−1
t−1, st−1) in ex-

plicit ToM models which encodes a distribution.
Note that for all three managers, we applied rea-
sonable hand-crafted rules to prevent unreasonable
policies. Specifically, the agent will never offer
a price below its bottom line and will reject the
opponent’s offer if it is worse than its bottom line.

Training and Fine Tuning. We first train the su-
pervised learning (SL) manager to minimize a loss
function for the dialog act predictions

LSL = CEintent + α · MSEprice,

which is a linear combination of the cross entropy
loss between the predicted intent and the ground
truth intent, and the mean squared error between
the predicted price and the ground truth price. The
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Dialog Act Definition Example

greet say hello or chat randomly. “Hello I am interested in buying.”
inquire ask any question about product, year, price,

usage, etc.
“How long have you had it? Does it come with any of
the accessories?”

inform provide information about the product, year,
usage, etc.

“It has the capability to offer great support for those
over 6 foot.”

propose(price=) initiate a price or a price range for the prod-
uct.

“The list price is 600 but am willing to negotiate.”

counter(price=) propose a new price or a new price range (can
be the same).

“I’m sorry, I find homeopathy and any other pseudo-
science to be profoundly upsetting as well. I’d be
willing to go as high as $5100.”

counter-noprice want to propose a new price but do specifi-
cally mention a new price.

“I’m sorry, that’s far too low. Since you know EC’s
reputation for quality, you know it’s worth more than
that.”

confirm ask question about with information to be
confirmed.

“Will the chair work for someone who is under 6 feet
tall?”

affirm give an affirmative response to a con-
firm/propose.

“Yes absolutely the interface is quick and the phone is
up to date as far the updates go.”

deny give a negative response to a con-
firm/propose.

“No, I would expect that you would pick it up.”

agree(price=) make a deal. “Fair enough. $30 it is!”
disagree(price=) cannot make a deal. “I cannot take $65 for something that is worth almost

twice that. Sorry, but no deal.”
offer(price=) final offer with price, no utterance OFFER($65)
accept final acceptance, no utterance ACCEPT
reject final rejection, no utterance REJECT
quit leave the negotiation, no utterance QUIT

Table 2: Our redesigned dialog acts based on the CRAIGSLISTBARGIN dataset, where propose, counter, agree,
disagree are four intents must be followed by a price slot, offer, accept, reject, and quit are four terminal dialog
acts with no corresponding natural language.

reinforcement learning (RL) manager is then fined
tuned from the SL manager to maximize a reward
function described in Section 6, with the actor-
critic methods (Mnih et al., 2016). The actor net-
work is initialized as the SL manager’s LSTM-
based network, and the critic network is partially
initialized with the same network, followed by a
MLP to predict the value.

For the ToM manager, we reuse V (st+1) from
a well trained RL manager’s critic network, and
fix it during inference. The implicit first-order
ToM model T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t) is directly trained

via supervised learning to minimize the same loss
LSL. For the explicit first-order ToM model,
T (st+1|z−i

t−1, st, u
i
t), we first train a LSTM-based

identifier z−i
t−1 = f(st−1, u

−i
t−1), which receives

ground truth opponent personality z−i from the cor-
pus during training. T (st+1|z−i

t−1, st, u
i
t) is learned

with the input from the well-trained identifier.
To obtain the 1st-order ToM policy for the in-

ference, we approximate the sum (expectation) in
πToM by Monte Carlo sampling with the generator,
and discretize the price in a normalized price range.
In practice, we found quantizing the price range
with 100 units is a good balance between time com-
sumption and the quality of approximation.

6 Experimental Setup

We test our ToM negotiation framework on the
CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN (He et al., 2018), which
contains 6682 human-human dialogs between a
buyer and a seller alternately bargaining for the
price of an item on Craigslist.

Ontology. We redesign the ontology of the
CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN dataset to support a more
diverse dialog act than the original coarse dialog
acts (He et al., 2018), which can reflect more ways
of mental state change in a negotiation. We used
the Microsoft Language Understanding Intelligent
Service (LUIS) to relabel the dataset , and merged
some similar label types, such as insist and vague-

price into counter-noprice, and intro and great

into greet. All fifteen dialog acts after our mod-
ifications are in Table 2. There are four intents
propose, counter, agree, disagree that must be
followed by a price slot, and four terminal acts
accept, reject, and quit. When an agent takes an
offer action, the other agent has to respond with
accept or reject. Note that the function of this di-
alog act is not to capture the full semantic meaning
of one utterance, but to serve as a logical skeleton
for the dialog.
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Reward function design. We set the reward ri

for the agent i to be a linear function of the final
price, such that the buyer achieves maximal reward
of 1 at its target price, the seller achieves maximal
reward of 1 at the listing price, and both agents
receive zero rewards at the midpoint of the listing
price and the target price. When there is no deal,
both agents receives equivalent penalty.

Diverse opponent populations. All our negotia-
tion experiments are conducted against variations
of the SL+rule manager as the opponent. For the
variations, we create 7 different opponent popu-
lations (id=0∼6) by injecting different rules for
changing prices and rendering utterances. Price
changing rules are functions of the number of sen-
tences in the conversation history, which model the
agreeability and the flexibility of a person. When
rendering utterances, we use a template-based lan-
guage generator as in (He et al., 2018), and insert
population-specific tokens in utterances by sam-
pling according to different opponent types.

The cooperative population (id=5) will gradu-
ally compromise and move its price from the mid-
point. The utterances of this population also con-
tain more polite and mild words indicating its ne-
gotiable position. The most aggressive population
(id=0) will insist its price until the end, and utters
more stubborn words. The competitive population
(id=6) compromises from target price slower than
the cooperative. The other populations will follow
price changing curves in between these two ex-
tremes, and also have different language properties.
The population types are accessible during training
as ground truth values of zi to provide supervision
(see Appendix A for details).

Models. The dialog managers we compare are
described in Section 5. For the utterance parser,
we use Microsoft Language Understanding Intel-
ligent Service (LUIS) (Williams et al., 2015) with
10 annotated training examples for each dialog act.
For the Generator, we use a retrieval-based model
similar to He et al., 2018 which samples an utter-
ance from the top 10 matched templates.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate generated di-
alogs across four aspects:

1. Agreement rate (Ag), which is the percent-
age of dialogs that reach agreements.

2. Objective utility (Ut), which is given by

Ut
i =

{
(Pdeal − P−i

target)/∆P, deal;
0, no deal

where Pdeal is the final deal price, the and
total price range ∆P = P i

target − P−i
target,

where P i
target, and P−i

target are the extreme tar-
get prices of the two agents. Note that this
is different from the subjective utility of each
agent based on only its own price range, which
may result in utilities > 1 or < 0 more often.

3. Deal fairness (Fa), which is only for com-
pleted deals, as Fai = 1− 2 ∗ |Uti − 0.5|.

4. Dialog length (Len), which is the average
turns of sample dialogs.

7 Results

Improvement of dialog policy. We evaluate
SL+rule, RL, and our ToM model on a mixed
population for 4352 dialogs, which contains about
630 dialogs for each population. As shown in Table
3, our explicit ToM model consistently achieves
the highest agreement rate (Ag), with 56%, 4%,
and 20% improvements compared to vanilla RL
against cooperative, competitive, and mixed pop-
ulations, respectively. Though deal agreement is
hard for competitive opponents, our explicit ToM
model achieves more than 30% improvement on
the deal utility when interacting with this popula-
tion. On the mixed population, the reward (Re)
for SL+rule agent is low, as it is not directly opti-
mized for better reward. RL agent improves the Re

a lot compared with the SL+rule baseline. How-
ever, both ToM agents achieve better reward even
when compared with RL agent, which shows the
advantage of strategic planning. Besides, unlike
the SL+rule only pursues high utility when there is
a deal, but ends with every low Ag, our ToM mod-
els best balance both the agreement rate and agent
utility of each dialog, and outperforms SL+rule
and RL for all populations.

Implicit vs. explicit models. We found that the
implicit ToM model can also achieve better Ag

and Ut than the baselines for all populations. But
the overall performance is slightly worse than the
explicit ToM model. This can be explained by the
fact that the explicit model has more information
about the population type during training. One
may worry about the potential error cascade issue
the explicit ToM models, as we see in Figure 2,
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Method
Cooperative Opponents (id=5) Competitive Opponents (id=6) Mixed Population (id=0∼6)

Ag ↑ Ut ↑ Fa ↑ Len ↓ Ag ↑ Ut ↑ Fa ↑ Len ↓ Ag ↑ Ut ↑ Fa ↑ Len ↓ Re ↑

SL+rule 0.006 0.006 0.00 10.51 0.005 0.005 0.00 10.64 0.009 0.008 0.00 10.59 −0.48
RL 0.57 0.57 0.00 15.48 0.42 0.18 0.32 16.10 0.47 0.38 0.00 15.79 0.00

ToM (implicit) 0.76 0.72 0.00 13.14 0.34 0.20 0.45 14.26 0.48 0.44 0.00 13.87 0.15
ToM (explicit) 0.88 0.78 0.03 11.34 0.44 0.24 0.55 12.10 0.56 0.47 0.10 11.74 0.16

Table 3: Agreement rate (Ag), agent utility (Ut), deal fairness (Fa), dialog length (Len), and reward (Re) for dialog
managers (SL, RL, implicit and explicit ToM, with the best β = 0.05) playing against cooperative, competitive,
and mixed populations. Small negative fairness scores are truncated as zeros in the table.

Item: Phone, Listing price: $50
A: ToM(buyer), bottom: $50, top $38
B: Cooperative(seller), bottom: $35, top: $50

A: Hello are you selling the blackberry?
B: Sure thing! What price are you thinking?
A: Absolutely, but the price is a little higher than I
would like
B: My phone is in excellent condition and priced to sell
quickly.
A: Would you be willing to take $38.
B: Yea I can do $44 for it. You come pick it up from me
though. in person. Thanks
A: I think so, too! Sounds great!
B: OFFER($43) A: ACCEPT

Item: Furniture, Listing price: $50
A: ToM(buyer), bottom: $50, top: $38
B: Competitive(seller), bottom: $35, top: $50

A: Hi. How are you?
B: maybe. what do you have in mind?
A: How about $38 dollars
B: Look, this is an expensive chair if you are willing to buy
it somewhere else. I-m only selling it cause I’m moving
out of the country.Otherwise I’d keep it but I don’t want
to just give it away, you know? How about $49?
A: ok. i can do $46 if you split the shipping in half
B: If you come pick it up today, that sounds fair.
A: Sounds fair to me, thank you
B: OFFER($48) A: ACCEPT

Table 4: Example dialogs generated by ToM (explicit) against Cooperative (left) / Competitive (right) opponents.

the top 1 accuracy of the identifier in the explicit
model is only 69%, though it is significantly above
the chance. Our experiment show that even with
an imperfect identifier, the explicit model can still
outperform an implicit model, which is directly
optimized for better performance.

Population-aware strategies. As Table 3 shows,
the ToM model can provide more deal fairness
(Fa, normalized price difference to the midpoint)
to competitive opponents, since they rarely com-
promise, meanwhile reaching higher Ag and Ut.
When opponents are cooperative and easy to nego-
tiate with, our ToM model can achieve much better
agent utility by taking advantage of losing some di-
alog fairness. This implies our ToM model is able
to utilize different characteristics of the opponents
in the strategy generation.

We provide some sample dialogs from the ex-
plicit ToM model in Table 4. When the seller is
competitive, the buyer can adaptively raise its price
and exchange for additional benefits, e.g., “ok. i
can do $46 if you split the shipping in half” , to
make the deal happen. We note that sometimes the
offer prices slightly deviate from the agreed prince
in negotiation but the ToM agent still accepts. This
may be because the deflects of SL-based opponents
is predictable to the ToM agent.

# Opponent’s Turns
Avg.

top 1
top 3

random

Figure 2: Top 1 and top 3 accuracy of the characteristic
identifier (z) during interaction with opponents.

Effectiveness of the opponent identifier. Fig-
ure 2 shows the identifier can capture the opponent
identities well during interaction. The accuracy
of the identifier increases as the dialog progresses.
The top 1 accuracy after 6 opponent’s turns is above
69%, and the top 3 accuracy is above 84%, where
the chance is only 14.2%. The average top 1 ac-
curacy is 43.8% for all turns in 5000 dialogs of
different lengths. We also find the explicit ToM
models can better prevent overfitting than implicit
models. More details are in appendix B.

Visualization of population embeddings. In
Figure 3, we show the PCA visualization of the
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Figure 3: PCA visualization of latent variables in the
explicit (upper) and implicit (lower) ToM models. Col-
ors indicate different opponent populations.

normalized latent variables in both explicit and
implicit ToM models. The latent variables are
extracted from one layer before the output of the
identifier or its equivalence in the implicit model.
The explicit ToM model learns embeddings encod-
ing different opponent populations, as the major
variances of variable are captured by the differ-
ence of opponent populations. However, without
extra supervision, the extraction of the population
identity is difficult in the implicit ToM model. Fur-
ther analysis shows that the variances of the latent
variables in the implicit ToM model are mainly ex-
plained by intent types. We include more detailed
analysis and t-SNE visualization in appendix B.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel framework to in-
tegrate the concept of Theory of Mind (ToM) into
generating task-oriented dialogs. Our approach
provides the ability to model and infer personality
types of opponents, predict changes in their mental
state, and use this information to adapt the agent’s
high-level strategy in negotiation tasks. We in-

troduced a probabilistic formulation for first-order
ToM and introduce two ways to incorporate it into a
dialog agent, by 1) explicitly and 2) implicitly mod-
eling the personality of the opponent. We tested our
approach on a modified version of the CRAIGSLIST-
BARGAIN dataset (He et al., 2018) with diverse
opponents. Our experiments show that our method
using ToM inference achieves about 20% higher
dialog agreement rate and utility compared to base-
lines on a mixed population of opponents. When
negotiating with the cooperative opponents, the im-
provement of agreement rate is 54%. Some direc-
tions for future work include developing efficient
schemes to approximate the value computation for
future states, exploring higher orders of ToM, as
well as a tighter integration of ToM into utterance
generation and processing.

Ethical Considerations

Our dataset is modified from the open-sourced
CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN dataset (He et al., 2018),
which consists of negotiation dialogs between sell-
ers and buyers on items from the Craigslist website.
The initial dataset was collected using crowd work-
ers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) playing
the role of buyers and sellers. We redesigned the
ontology to support more diverse dialog acts than
the original coarse dialog acts. We manually la-
beled 10 examples for each intent, and used the
Microsoft Language Understanding Intelligent Ser-
vice to relabel the whole dataset. We create seven
different populations by injecting different rules
about changing prices and rendering utterances.

Our paper involves an NLP application that can
negotiate with people to reach agreement on deals.
It is still at an early exploration stage so we do not
expect it will currently cause any negative social
impact such as massive job loss. If a mature version
of such a system is deployed in the future, it may
lead to less fair deals between the AI system and
humans, as the system is optimized to find the best
strategy that maximizes its own utility. But overall,
we believe it will encourage market efficiency.
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Appendix
A Experimental Setup

To test our proposed framework in a realis-
tic persuasive negotiation setting, we use the
CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN dataset (He et al., 2018),
which contains 6682 human-human dialogs be-
tween a buyer and a seller alternately bargaining for
the price of an item on Craigslist. The listed price
and a description is presented to both agents, and a
private price is assigned to the buyer as the target.
We set the reward ri to be a linear function of the
final price, such that the buyer achieves maximal
reward of 1 at its target price, the seller achieves
maximal reward of 1 at the listing price, and both
agents receive zero rewards at the midpoint of the
listing price and the target price. When there is
no deal, both agents receives equivalent penalty of
-0.5.

Ontology We redesign the ontology of the
CRAIGSLISTBARGAIN dataset to support a more
diverse dialog act than the original coarse dialog
acts (He et al., 2018), which can reflect more ways
of mental state change in a negotiation. A dialog
act consists of intent and a set of arguments. In our
experiments, we only focus on the price as it is the
most important goal of this task. All fifteen dialog
acts are listed in Table 2. There are four intents
propose, counter, agree, disagree that must be
followed by a price slot, and accept, reject, and
quit are four terminal dialog acts with no utterance.
When an agent takes an offer, the other agent has
to respond with accept or reject. Note that the
function of this dialog act is not to capture the full
semantic meaning of one utterance, but to serve as
a logic skeleton of the dialog.

System Design Parser: We use Microsoft Lan-
guage Understanding Intelligent Service (LUIS)
(Williams et al., 2015) with 10 starting training
examples for each dialog act in our experiment.
Generator: We use a retrieval-based model simi-
lar to He et al., 2018 which samples an utterance
from the top 10 matched templates. We compared
three hybrid dialog managers combining neural
nets and rules to control the flow of the dialog.
(1) The SL manager employs a neural network to
learn the transitions from st−1 to st from dataset.
We use a sequence model with two-layer LSTM

with 300 hidden units for both the encoder and
the decoder. (2) The RL manager uses an actor-
critic method (Mnih et al., 2016), which contains
a policy network with the same neural network ar-
chitecture as the SL manager, and a value network
predicts the cumulative reward given input states.
The RL manager also learns πi(st|st−1) but with
the goal of maximizing the total reward. (3) The
ToM manager uses the first-order ToM policy as
described in 4 to learn the best responding policy
πToM(st|st−1, u

−i
t−1) with the awareness of the oppo-

nent’s characteristics and mental state change. An
extra LSTM model is used to learn the character-
istic identity z−i

t−1 = f(st−1, u
−i
t−1) in the explicit

ToM model. For all three managers, we improve
the learned policy by enforcing hand-craft rules.
For example, the agent should never offer price be-
low its bottom line and reject the opponent’s offer
if it is worse than its bottom line.

Populations of Opponents When playing
against with a SL manager, we create 7 different
populations of opponents by injecting rules for
changing the price and rendering utterance. Price
changing rules are functions of the number of
sentences in the conversation history, which model
the agreeability and the flexibility of a person. The
agreeability of a person is reflected in the range
of relative prices (utility) at which a deal could
be made. For example, a competitive opponent
has a higher lower bound on the price, while a
cooperative opponent has a lower initial price. The
flexibility of a person is reflected in the slope and
convexity of the price-changing rules. The price
changing function for the most aggressive and
stubborn opponent has a zero slope, encouraging
them to insist on their initial price until the end
of the dialog. The more determined a seller is,
the more concave the price changing function
becomes.

When rendering utterances, we use a template-
based language generator as in (He et al., 2018),
and insert population-specific tokens in utterances
by sampling according to different opponent types.
For example, in the utterances from a competitive
opponent, words like “afraid” or “unfortunately”
appear more often, while words like “great” or “ok”
will appear more frequently in the utterances from a
cooperative opponent. Utterances of different pop-
ulations should follow different distributions, and
these sets of tokens are designed for this purpose.

We vary the price range, slope, and convexity to
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obtain the different behaviors for the seven differ-
ent opponent types. The mildest population will
gradually compromise and lower its price (or raise
its price if it is buyer). The utterances of this pop-
ulation also contain more polite and mild words
indicating its negotiable position. And the most
aggressive population will insist its price until the
end, and utters more stubborn words. The other
five populations will follow different price chang-
ing curves in between these two extremes, and also
have different language properties. All of these
populations will deal at a certain price range, which
depends on latest proposal price and current dialog
length in different ways.

Training and Fine Tuning We train the SL man-
ager on 5000 dialogs for 20 epochs and choose the
model with the lowest validation loss. The RL
manager is fine-tuned from a well-trained SL agent
by playing against itself. We choose the model
with the highest reward.

For the ToM manager, the value function
V (st+1) is borrowed from a well trained RL man-
ager, and fixed during inference. The implicit first-
order ToM model T (st+1|u−i

t−1, st, u
i
t) is trained

in a similar way as the SL manager. To obtain the
explicit first-order ToM model T (st+1|z−i

t−1, st, u
i
t),

we co-trained it with a LSTM-based identifier
z−i
t−1 = f(st−1, u

−i
t−1) for 2,000 episodes. Each

run on training each manager was performed using
a single NVIDIA GTX 2080 Ti GPU with 16GB
RAM in approximate 2 hours. All the managers
were trained using Adam with learning rate 0.001.
For the ToM manager, hyperparameter β was ran-
domly searched in range of 0.05, 0.1, 1, 10, and the
setting with the best results was β = 0.05.

B Additional Experimental Results
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Figure 4: The validation price MSE loss curves of im-
plicit and explicit first-order ToM models. The explicit
model with an identifier has slightly better sample effi-
ciency and better prevents overfitting.

B.1 Comparison of Implicit and Explicit
ToM models

We compared the implicit and the explicit ToM
models as described in Appendix Section 4 in the
main article. Here additional Figure 4 shows the
validation mean squared error between the pre-
dicted price and the ground truth price of the oppo-
nent in the next turn (if exists) over 3,584 dialogs.
Two models can both be trained well to perform this
one-step prediction, while the explicit model with
an identifier has slightly better sample efficiency
and better prevents overfitting. This supports our
hypothesise that the prior of different types of op-
ponents is important.

B.2 Visualization of Latent Variables

Figure 5: t-SNE and PCA visualization of latent vari-
ables in the explicit ToM model (left) and the implicit
ToM model (right). Colors indicate different intents
taken by the the agent.

Figure 6: The same plot as Figure 5. Colors indicate
different intents taken by the the opponent.

Figure 7: The same plot as Figure 5. Colors indicate
numbers of rounds of interaction.


